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A 63 Å thick film originating from frozen air on a solid substrate has been investigated via neutron reflec-
tometry. The experiment shows that neutron reflectometry allows performing chemical surface analysis
by quantifying the composition of this frozen layer and identifies the film to be frozen oxygen.
� 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access articleunder the CCBY license (http://

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

The interaction of oxygen with a flat surface is a widely studied
subject. Neutron reflectometry enables to investigate the density
profile with a resolution in the nm range, perpendicular to the
interface. While surface oxidation of metals [1] and H-containing
films [2] or the oxygen wetting process of graphite [3] was studied
in detail, the influence of a magnetic substrate onto the element-
specific separation of air is less investigated. We analyze a thin
layer on a flat substrate at 5 K, which can be identified as frozen
oxygen from air by combined refinement of specular X-ray (XRR)
and polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) utilizing magnetic con-
trast variation.
Method

A thin layer deposited on a substrate has been measured. The
substrate consists of a La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 layer on top of a SrTiO3 crys-
tal, cooled down to 5 K in dry atmosphere with a closed cycle
refrigerator (CCR). The oxygen layer was deposited by introducing
a small air leakage leading to condensation and finally freezing of
air at the surface for analysis with PNR employing magnetic con-
trast variation. This experiment represents a situation of imperfect
vacuum seals of the CCR.

While room temperature XRR measurements provide the struc-
ture of the substrate layer along z (perpendicular to the surface),
the low temperature PNR allows one to distinguish between differ-
ent candidates by their nuclear scattering length density (NSLD) as
well as their magnetic behavior. The main candidates of the intro-
duced gas composition are N2 (NSLD: 4.15 � 10�6 Å�2 for solid
nitrogen, Inorganic Crystal Structure Database, FIZ Karlsruhe) and
O2 (3.29 � 10�6 Å�2 for solid oxygen). Details about the reflectom-
etry technique are described elsewhere [4,5].

Neutron scattering experiments were performed on the Mag-
netism Reflectometer instrument (beamline 4A) at the Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS) at ORNL [6]. For combined X-ray and neutron
fitting, GenX [7] utilizing the Parratt formalism [4] was used.
Results and discussion

The reflectometry data with corresponding three different fit-
tings are shown in Fig. 1a; the nuclear and magnetic scattering
length density (NSLD and MSLD) profile perpendicular to the sur-
face is given in Fig. 1b–d for these cases. Frozen H2O (NSLD:
�0.52 � 10�6 Å�2) was excluded due to the positive SLD required
by the fit. The background pressure and hence leakage rate during
the experiment was constant, therefore the measurement averages
over 200 min of film growth at large Q values.

Initially the NSLDs of pure bulk O2 and N2 were used for data
modeling; these table values are indicated with vertical lines in
Fig. 1b and c. The fitting algorithm then resulted in the NSLD and
MSLD profiles in Fig. 1b and c. For comparison, a sample without
any additional surface layer and with identical MSLD profile for
the LSMO part obtained by fit 1b is shown in Fig. 1d.

Only a 63 Å thick layer of O2 on top of the substrate (SLD profile
in 1b) describes the measured data correctly. This is a plausible
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Fig. 1. (a) X-ray (XRR, green) and polarized neutron (R+, red, and R�, blue) Reflectometry data as a function of scattering vector Q = ki–kf for the sample. The subfigures (b–d)
refer to the used SLD models. The reflectivities are shifted in vertical direction for clarity. The solid curves are reflectivities calculated from the SLD models. (b–d) SLD profiles
(proportional to density profile) along the z direction; vertical lines indicate values for bulk SLD of O2 and N2. (b) La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LSMO) with solid oxygen film (Figure of
Merit (FOM): 0.88e�01), (c) LSMOwith solid nitrogen (FOM: 0.86e�01), (d) model from (b) with vacuum instead of oxygen (FOM: 2.11e�01). Note that the bulk SLD value for
nitrogen of 4.15 * 10�6 Å�2 is reached nowhere within the model. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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scenario since the origin of the layer is a small amount of air con-
densed at the surface at 5 K in a field of 1.2 T, a pressure below
10�4 mbar and on top of a ferromagnetic substrate within the
4 h of the experiment. O2 has a higher boiling point than N2

(36 K vs. 31 K for 10�4 mbar to 32 K vs. 27 K for 10�6 mbar) and
condenses first on the cooled down surface.

The most likely alternative, a nitrogen layer, is shown in Fig. 1c.
This layer required an unphysically large roughness value, which in
fact distorts the SLD profile in a way, that it resembles the solid
oxygen SLD. Additionally, the positive magnetic SLD, necessary to
fit the data, seems highly unlikely for the diamagnetic N2, in con-
trast to antiferromagnetic O2.

The fit parameters obtained from fits in Fig. 1b were then used
to visualize the need for this frozen gas layer via substituting the
oxygen layer with vacuum (Fig. 1d). While the corresponding sim-
ulation in Fig. 1a describes R� (‘‘spin-down reflectivity”) to some
degree, R+ (‘‘spin-up reflectivity”) fails to describe one oscillation
period, indicating the presence of additional material on the sur-
face, which is not visible in the 300 K XRR measurement.

In conclusion, we could successfully model and explain a sur-
face layer forming on a substrate at low temperatures in imperfect
vacuum conditions. Including such a surface layer to describe other
PNR experiments is therefore warranted.
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